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Abstract
Recent empirical studies have been conducted identifying a number of issues and advantages of incremental and agile methods.
However, the majority of studies focused on one model (Extreme Programming) and small projects. To draw more general conclusions we conduct a case study in large scale development identifying issues and advantages, and compare the results with previous
empirical studies on the topic. The principle results are that 1) the case study and literature agree on the benefits while new issues
arise when using agile in large-scale, and 2) an empirical research framework is needed to make agile studies comparable.
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1. Introduction
The nature of software development has changed in recent
years. Software is now included in a vast amount of products
(cars, entertainment, mobile phones) and is a major factor determining whether a product succeeds. In consequence it becomes
more and more important to be flexible in handling changing
requirements to meet current customer needs and to be able
to deliver quickly to the market. As a solution, agile methods
have started to be adopted by industry and recent studies have
been focusing on evaluating agile and incremental development
models.
A systematic review [4] identified and analyzed studies on
agile software development. A 33 studies relevant for the review were identified of which 25 investigated Extreme Programming (XP). Furthermore, only three papers investigated
projects with more than 50 people involved in total. Thus, the
results so far are hard to generalize due to the focus on one
specific method and small projects. In order to address this research gap a large-scale implementation of a set of agile and
incremental practices is investigated through an industrial case
study at Ericsson AB. In particular, issues and advantages of
using agile and incremental methods are extracted from existing studies and are compared with the results of the case study.
Three subsystems have been investigated at Ericsson through
33 interviews, covering persons from each subsystems and different roles.
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The incremental and agile model used at the company is a
selection of agile and incremental practices, so it cannot be
mapped one to one to the models presented in literature. However, the company’s agile and incremental model uses practices
from SCRUM (SC), XP, and incremental and iterative development (IID). Some of the key practices used at the company
are, for example, the devision of internal and external releases,
small and motivated teams developing software in three month
projects (time-boxing), frequent integration of software, and always developing the highest prioritized features first.
The main contribution of the study is to help in the decision
of adopting agile methods and showing the problems that have
to be addressed as well as the merits that can be gained by agile
methods. Based on this, the following objectives are formulated
for the study:
• Illustrate one way of implementing incremental and agile
practices in a large-scale organization.
• Provide an in-depth understanding of the merits and issues
related to agile development.
• Increase the generalizability of existing findings by investigating a different study context (large scale and telecommunication domain) and comparing it to state of the art.
The structure of the paper is shown in Figure 1: Section 2
presents the state of the art, summarizing issues and advantages identified in literature. Thereafter, the investigated process model is described in Section 3, and the practices applied
in the company’s model are mapped to the practices associated
with incremental and agile development, XP and SCRUM for
the purpose of generalizability. Section 4 illustrates the research
method, which constitutes the context in which the study is conducted, the data collection procedures, and a description of the
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data analysis methods. The results of collected data (Section
5) show issues and advantages identified in the case study, as
well as a mapping between the findings of the case study and
the state of the art described in Section 2 (see 1). Sections 6
and 7 present the implications of the results. The implications
of the comparison of state of the art and case are discussed,
and the mapping (3) can be used to discuss generalizability and
comparability of results.

Besides the advantages, agile and incremental models face
a number of issues that are summarized in Table 2. Studies
identifying issues reveal the same pattern as studies identifying advantages, that is small projects have been studied and the
main focus has been on XP. The positive effects that have been
shown for pair programming (A03, A10, A11), like higher quality and productivity and facilitated learning, need to be seen
alongside a number of issues. That is, pair programming is
perceived as exhausting (I04) and requires partners with equal
qualifications (I10). Agile can also be considered an exhausting activity from customers’ point of view as the customer has
to commit and be present throughout the whole development
process. Team related issues are that members of teams have to
be highly qualified and inter-team communication suffers (I05,
I10). From a management point of view two issues are identified, namely that they feel threatened by the empowerment
of engineers (I07) and that technical issues are raised too early
(I08). Furthermore, agile projects do not scale well (I03) and
have too little focus on architecture development (I01). Agile
also faces implementation problems when realizing continuous
testing as this requires much effort (I01).
The advantages and issues of the state of the art shown in
Tables 1 and 2 are used as an input for the comparison with the
results from the case study in Section 5.

Outcome
State of the Art (SotA)
(Section 2)

SotA (Issue, Advantages)

Incremental
and AgileProcess Model
(Section 3)

Model, Mapping

Research Method
(Section 4)

Context, Data Collection, Analysis

Implications
Discussion
(Section 6)
Conclusion
(Section 7 )

Case Study (Issues, Advantages)
Results
(Section 5)

Mapping of Issues and Advantages
Between SotA and Case Study

Figure 1: Structure of the Paper

2. State of the Art
The studies presenting advantages and issues of agile and incremental methods have been identified in a recent systematic
review of empirical studies in agile software development [4].
The issues and advantages presented here are from the review
as well as looking at the original articles included in the review.
Furthermore, one further article not included in the systematic
review has been identified ([15]). The issues and advantages are
presented as tables receiving an ID (A01-A11, I01-I10) which
is used as a reference when comparing the issues and advantages identified in this case study with the findings in state of
the art. The tables also contain information of which development models are related to a specific issue and how large the
project was (measured in number of team members).
Table 1 provides an overview of advantages of agile and incremental development that have been empirically shown in the
studies identified in [4]. The advantages that have been shown
for agile methods are clearly dominated by studies that investigated XP or a modified version of XP ([6]). Two advantages
(A01, A02) have been shown for SCRUM as well. The size of
the projects is quite small (up to 23) and for many projects the
size has not been reported. The main advantages are related
to benefits of communication leading to better learning and
knowledge transfer (A01, A03, A07). Furthermore, it is emphasized that people feel comfortable using agile methods (A08,
A10). Also, customers appreciate agile methods as they provide them with the opportunity of influencing the software process and getting feedback (A09). The same is true vice versa,
meaning developers also appreciate the presence of customers
(A02). Developers value the technical focus of agile methods
increasing their motivation (A05). There is also a perception
of increased quality in software products (A11) and higher productivity (A10) when using pair programming.

3. Incremental and Agile Process Model
The process model used at the company is described and
thereafter its principles are mapped to incremental and iterative
development, SCRUM, and XP.
3.1. Model Description
Due to the introduction of incremental and agile development
at the company the following company specific practices have
been introduced:
• Small teams: The first principle is to have small teams
conducting short projects lasting three months. The duration of the project determines the number of requirements
selected for a requirement package. Each project includes
all phases of development, from pre-study to testing. The
result of one development project is an increment of the
system and projects can be run in parallel.
• Implementing highest priority requirements: The packaging of requirements for projects is driven by requirement priorities. Requirements with the highest priorities
are selected and packaged to be implemented. Another
criterion for the selection of requirements is that they fit
well together and thus can be implemented in one coherent project.
• Use of latest system version: If a project is integrated with
the previous baseline of the system, a new baseline is created. This is referred to as the latest system version (LSV).
Therefore, only one product exists at one point in time,
helping to reduce the effort for product maintenance. The
2

Table 1: Advantages in Incremental Agile Development (State of the Art)
ID

Advantages

Model

Size

Study

A01

Better knowledge transfer due to better communication and frequent feedback from each iteration.
Customers are perceived by programmers as very valuable allowing developers to have discussions and get early feedback.
Pair programming facilitates learning if partners are exchanged regularly.

XP/XP/XP/SC&XP

9/-/-/7

[1, 6, 18, 15]

XP/SC/XP/XP

-/6/-/6

[6, 9, 18, 19]

XP

6

[19]

XP

-

[6]

XP
XP(modification)

-

[6]
[18]

XP

23

[16]

XP

4

[5]

XP

-

[10]

XP

-

[10]

A02
A03
A04
A05
A07
A08
A09
A10
A11

Process control, transparency, and quality are increased through continuous integration and
small manageable tasks.
XP is very much technical-driven empowering engineers and thus increases their motivation.
Small teams and frequent face-to-face meetings (like planning game) improves cooperation
and helps getting better insights in the development process.
The social job environment is perceived as peaceful, trustful, responsible, and preserving quality of working life.
Customers appreciate active participation in projects as it allows them to control the project
and development process and they are kept up to date.
Developers perceive the job environment as comfortable and they feel like working more
productive using pair programming.
Student programmers perceive the quality of code higher using pair programming

Table 2: Issues in Incremental and Agile Development (State of the Art)
ID

Issues

Model

Size

Study

I01

Realizing continuous testing requires much effort as creating an integrated test environment is hard for
different platforms and system dependencies.
Architectural design does not have enough focus in agile development leading to bad design decisions.
Agile development does not scale well.

XP(modification)

-

[18]

gen./gen.
gen.

-/-

[12, 17]
[3]

I04
I05
I06

Pair programming is perceived as exhaustive and inefficient.
Team members need to be highly qualified to succeed using agile.
Teams are highly coherent which means that the communication within the team works well, but interteam communication suffers.

XP/XP/XP
XP
XP/SC&XP

4/12/6
6
-/7

[5, 8, 19]
[14]
[6, 15]

I07

The empowerment of engineers makes managers afraid initially, and thus requires sufficient training of
managers.
Implementation starts very early, thus technical issues are raised too early from a management point of
view.
On-site customers have to commit for the whole development process which puts them under stress.
From the perspective of students, pair programming is not applicable if one partner is much more
experienced than the other.

XP

-

[6]

XP

-

[6]

XP
XP

16
-

[11]
[13]

I02
I03

I08
I09
I10

LSV can also be considered as a container where the increments developed by the projects (including software and
documentation) are put together. On the project level, the
goal is to focus on the development of the requirements
while the LSV sees the overall system where the results of
the projects are integrated. When the LSV phase is completed, the system is ready to be shipped.

order to avoid this, not every LSV has to be released, but
it has to be of sufficient quality to be possible to release
to customers. LSVs not released to the customers are referred to as potential releases. The release project in itself
is responsible for making the product commercially available and to package it in the way that the system should be
released.

• Anatomy plan: The anatomy plan determines the content
of each LSV and the point in time when a LSV is supposed to be completed. It is based on the dependencies between parts of the system developed which are developed
in small projects, thus influencing the time-line in which
projects have to be executed.

In Figure 2 an overview of development process is provided.
At the top of Figure 2 the requirements packages are created
from high priority requirements stored in the repository. These
requirements packages are implemented in projects (for example Project A-N) resulting in a new increment of the product.
Such a project has a duration of approximately three months
(time-boxed). When a project is finished developing the increment, the increment is integrated with the latest version of the
system, referred to as last system version (LSV). The LSV has
a pre-defined cycle (for example, projects have to drop their

• Decoupling Development from Customer Release: If every release is pushed onto the market, there are too many
releases used by customers that need to be supported. In
3
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Figure 2: Development Process

provide valuable knowledge of what happens when the process
models are transferred to industry in a given context.

components within a specific time frame to the LSV). At the
bottom of the Figure, the different releases of the system are
shown. These are either potential releases or customer releases.
The development on project level is run as iterations and each
iteration creates an increment. The project does not deliver one
increment but a set of increments put together in a drop to the
LSV. The process flow works as follows: A set of requirements
comes into a new project having a duration of three months.
The project is divided in several iterations, each iteration creating a new increment. An iteration takes approximately two
weeks. Each iteration is a continuous flow with the following
steps:

Table 3: Mapping
Principle
Iterations and Increments
Internal and External Releases
Time Boxing
No Change of Started Projects
Incremental Deliveries
On-site Customer
Frequent Face-to-Face Interaction
Self-organizing Teams

1. The requirements are handed over to the project.
2. Requirements are designed and implemented.
3. The implementation is deployed within the test environment (including test cases).
4. The results from the executed test are monitored.

Empirical Process
Sustainable Discipline
Adaptive Planning
Requirements Prioritization
Fast Decision Making
Frequent Integration

3.2. Mapping
The principles used in the process model at the company (C)
are mapped to the ones in incremental and iterative development (IID), extreme programming (XP), and SCRUM (SC).
In Table 3 we show which principles used in incremental and
iterative development (IID), extreme programming (XP), and
SCRUM (SC) are used in the process model at the company
(C). The Table (created based on the information provided in
[7]) shows that 4 out of 5 incremental principles are fulfilled.
Furthermore, the model used at the company shares 7 out of
13 principles with XP and 6 out of 11 principles with SCRUM.
If many practices are fulfilled in the case study (which is the
case for IID and the agile models) we argue that lessens learned

Simplicity of Design
Refactoring
Team Code Ownership

IID
√
√
√

XP
√

SC
√

√

√

C
√
√
√

√

√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√

√
√

√
√

The company’s model realizes the principles shared with IID,
XP, and SCRUM as follows:
Iterations and Increments: Each projects develops an increment and delivers it to the LSV, the LSV being the new version
of the product after integrating the increment. The projects developing the increments are run in an iterative manner.
Internal and External Releases: Software products delivered
and tested in the LSV can be potentially delivered to the market.
4

• RQ1: What are the advantages and issues in industrial
large-scale software development informed by agile and
incremental practices? So far, very little is known about
advantages and issues of using agile and incremental practices in large-scale industrial software development. Thus,
the answer to this research question makes an important
step toward filling this research gap.

Instead of delivering to the market they can be used as an input
to the next internally or externally used increment.
Time Boxing: Time boxing means that projects have a predefined duration with a fixed deadline. In the company model
the time box is set to approximately three month. Furthermore,
the LSV cycles determine when a project has to finish and drop
its components to the LSV.
No Change to Started Projects: If a feature is selected and
the implementation realizing the feature has been started then it
is finished.
Frequent Face-to-Face Interaction: Projects are realized in
small teams sitting together. Each team consists of people fulfilling different roles. Furthermore, frequent team meetings are
conducted in the form of stand-up meetings as used in SCRUM.
Requirements Prioritization: A prioritized requirements list
where the highest prioritized requirements are taken from the
top and implemented first is one of the core principles of the
company’s model.
Frequent Integration: Within each LSV cycle the results
from different projects are integrated and tested. As the cycles
have fixed time frames frequent integration is assured.
Overall it is visible that the model shares nearly all principles
with IID and realizes a majority of XP and SCRUM principles.
However, we would like to point out that when comparing the
results with models investigated in empirical research it is not
always made explicit to what degree different practices are fulfilled in those studies. In other words, it is unknown to what
extent a so-called XP-study actually implements all XP practices. This issue and its implications are further discussed in
Section 6.

• RQ2: What are the differences and similarities between
state of the art and the case study results? By answering this research question new insights in comparison to
what has been studied before become explicit. Furthermore, contradictions and confirmations of previous results
are made explicit and facilitate the generalizability of results.
Furthermore, propositions are stated which are similar to
hypotheses, stating what the expected outcome of a study is.
Propositions also help in identifying proper cases and units of
analysis. The proposition is stated for the outcome of RQ2: As
the case differs from those presented in state of the art new issues and benefits are discovered that have not been empirically
identified before.
4.3. Case Selection and Units of Analysis
Three subsystems that are part of a large-scale product are
studied at the company. The large-scale product is the case being studied while the three subsystems are distinct units of analysis embedded in the case. Table 4 summarizes some characteristics of the case and units of analysis. The LOC measure only
includes code produced at the company (excluding third-party
libraries). Furthermore, the approximate number of persons involved in each subsystem are stated. A comparison between
the case and the Apache web server shows that the case and
its units of analysis can be considered large-scale, the overall
system being 20 times larger than Apache.

4. Research Method
The research method used is case study. The design of the
study follows the guidelines provided for case study research in
[20].

Table 4: Units of Analysis
Language

Size (LOC)

No. Persons

Overall System
Subsystem 1
Subsystem 2

C++
C++

>5,000,000
300,000
850,000

43
53

Subsystem 3
Apache

Java
C++

24,000
220,000

17
90

4.1. Case Study Context
Ericsson AB is a leading and global company offering solutions in the area of telecommunication and multimedia. Such
solutions include charging systems for mobile phones, multimedia solutions and network solutions. The company is ISO
9001:2000 certified. The market in which the company operates
can be characterized as highly dynamic with high innovation
in products and solutions. The development model is marketdriven, meaning that the requirements are collected from a large
base of potential end-customers without knowing exactly who
the customer will be. Furthermore, the market demands highly
customized solutions, specifically due to differences in services
between countries.

-

4.4. Data Collection Procedures
The data is collected through interviews and from process
documentation.
4.4.1. Selection of Interviewees
The interviewees were selected so that the overall development life cycle is covered, from requirements to testing and
product packaging. Furthermore, each role in the development
process should be represented by at least two persons if possible. The selection of interviewees was done as follows:

4.2. Research Questions and Propositions
This study aims at answering the following research questions:
5

1. A complete list of people available for each subsystem was
provided by management.
2. At least two persons from each role have been randomly
selected from the list. The more persons are available for
one role the more persons have been selected. The reason
for doing so is to not disturb the projects, that is if only one
person is available in a key role it disturbs the project more
to occupy that person compared to when several people
share the same role.
3. The selected interviewees received an e-mail explaining
why they have been selected for the study. Furthermore,
the mail contained information of the purpose of the study
and an invitation for the interview. Overall, 44 persons
have been contacted of which 33 accepted the invitation.

collected through a semi-structured interview. The interview
was designed to collect issues and advantages from the interviewees. The interview was initially designed to only capture
issues, however, during the course of the interview advantages
were mentioned by the interviewees and follow-up questions
were asked. In order to collect as many issues as possible, the
questions have been asked from three perspectives: bottlenecks,
rework, and unnecessary work. The interviewees should always
state what kind of bottleneck, rework, or unnecessary work they
experienced, what caused it, and where it was located in the
process. The interview guide is provided in Appendix A.
4.4.3. Process Documentation
The company provides process documentation to their employees, as well as presentations on the process for training purposes. We study this documentation to facilitate a good understanding of the process in the organization. Furthermore, presentations given at meetings are investigated, which show the
progress and first results of introducing agile and incremental
practices from a management perspective. However, the main
source of information is the interviews, with the process documentation mainly used to get a better understanding of the process and to triangulate what has been said in the interviews.
The documentation and talking to people in the organization
resulted in the description of the process model in Section 3.

The distribution of people between different roles and the
three subsystems (S1-S3) is shown in Table 5. The roles are
divided into ”What”, ”When”, ”How”, ”Quality Assurance”,
and ”Life Cycle Management”.
What: This group is concerned with the decision of what
to develop and includes people from strategic product management, technical managers and system managers. Their responsibility is to document high-level requirements and breaking
them down for design and development.
When: People in this group plan the time-line of software
development from a technical and project management perspective.
How: Here, the architecture is defined and the actual implementation of the system takes place. In addition, developers do
testing of their own code (unit tests).
Quality Assurance: Quality assurance is responsible for testing the software and reviewing documentation.
Life Cycle Management: This includes all activities supporting the overall development process, like configuration management, maintenance and support, and packaging and shipment of the product.

4.5. Data Analysis Approach
As mentioned earlier, the conclusions of the case study are
based on the mapping of the company’s model to general process models, the state of the art, and the case study investigating
issues and advantages.
State of the art: In order to identify from literature which issues and advantages exist, the systematic review on agile methods [4] is used as an input. As a starting point the advantages
and disadvantages have been extracted from the review (SotA).
To identify more advantages and issues, the results and discussion sections of the identified papers in the review have been
read, focusing on qualitative results as those are best comparable to the outcome of this study.
Process mapping: The mapping was done based in the information gathered in the interviews, documentation of the development process, and validation with a process expert at the
company. The process expert is a driver for agile implementation at the company and has profound knowledge of general
agile models as well as the company’s model.
Advantages/issues mapping: The derivation of advantages
and issues is done in a similar way and advantages/issues is
here referred to as factors. As part of the case study analysis,
the first author of the paper transcribed more than 30 hours of
audio recordings from the interviews which are used for the
data analysis. The data was analyzed in a four-step process,
the first four steps being conducted by the first author over a
three-month period.

Table 5: Distribution of Interviewees Between Roles and Units of Analysis
S1

S2

S3

Total

What (Requirements)
When (Project Planning)
How (Implementation)
Quality Assurance
Life Cycle Management

2
3
3
4
6

1
2
2
3
4

1
1
1
-

4
6
6
7
10

Total

18

12

3

33

4.4.2. Interview Design
The interview consists of five parts, the duration of the interviews was set to approximately one hour. In the first part
of the interview the interviewees were provided with an introduction to the purpose of the study and explanation why they
have been selected. The second part comprised questions regarding the interviewees background, experience, and current
activities. Thereafter, the actual issues and advantages were

1. Clustering: The raw data from the transcriptions is clustered, grouping statements belonging together. For example, statements related to requirements engineering are
6

grouped together. Thereafter, statements addressing similar areas are grouped. To provide an example, two statements related to requirements prioritization are shown in
the text-box below.
Statement 1: The prioritization is very very hard. I
dont envy the SPMs but that is the single most critical
thing to get the incremental and agile process working.
Statement 2: the priority change and to inform the
project that this has changed has been difficult and
what we have done in order to solve that is that in
this prioritized requirements list where we are actually changing we have invited the release program
manager who is responsible for the project to sit in
and the main technical coordinator so they are part of
the decision to change it. Prior to that we didnt have
it and we had more difficult, we just did that a couple of weeks ago, this improved the situation but still
we have difficulties to have a formalized way of doing
these because changes happen.
Statement 3: on the theoretical level priority list nice,
the problem is that there is a lot of changes in the
situation where we are now, there are a lot of changes
in the priority list here which means that we have been
wasting some work done here, a little bit more than
some.
2. Derivation of factors: The raw data contains detailed explanations and therefore is abstracted by deriving factors
from the raw data. Each factor is shortly explained in one
or two sentences. The result was a high number of factors,
where factors varied in their abstraction level and could be
further clustered. Based on the original statements regarding the requirements prioritization the following factors (in
this case issues) have been derived:
Prioritization Issue 1: The prioritization is success
critical in incremental and agile development and at
the same time hard to create and maintain (based on
statement 1).
Prioritization Issue 2: Informing the project that the
priorities of requirements change has been difficult
and requires a more formal process (based on statement 2).
Prioritization Issue 3: The priority list changes due to
that there is a lot of changes in the situation (adoption)
leading to rework (based on statement 3).

the company. The representatives have an in-depth knowledge of the processes. Together, the first three steps of
analysis described here were reproduced with the authors
and company representatives. As input for the reproduction of issues, a subset of randomly selected issues and
advantages have been selected. The outcome of the workshop was positive as there was no disagreement on the interpretation of the issues. To further improve the data the
workshop participants reviewed the final list of issues and
advantages and only provided small improvement suggestions on how to formulate them. Thus, the list of issues
can be considered being of high quality.

Figure 3: Cutout from Mind Map

Finally, the SotA and case study results are compared to identify whether new issues have been identified in this case study,
and to explain why other advantages found in SotA cannot be
seen in the case study. It is important to mention that not all
issues and advantages found in the case study are considered
in the comparison. Only general issues and advantages should
be taken into consideration. Thus, we only included issues that
have been mentioned by two or more persons.
4.6. Threats to Validity
Threats to the validity of the outcome of the study are important to consider during the design of the study, allowing actions to be taken mitigating them. Threats to validity in case
study research are reported in [20]. The threats to validity can
be divided into four types: construct validity, internal validity,
external validity and reliability.
Construct Validity: Construct validity is concerned with obtaining the right measures for the concept being studies. One
threat is the selection of people to obtain the appropriate sample for answering the research questions. Therefore, experienced people from the company selected a pool of interviewees
as they know the persons and organization best. From this pool
the random sample was taken. The selection by the representatives of the company was done having the following aspects in
mind: process knowledge, roles, distribution across subsystem
components, and having a sufficient number of people involved
(although balancing against costs). Furthermore, it is a threat
that the presence of the researcher influences the outcome of the
study. The threat is reduced as there has been a long cooperation between the company and university and the author collecting the data is also employed by the company and not viewed as
being external. Construct validity is also threatened if interview
questions are misunderstood or misinterpreted. To mitigate the
threat pre-tests of the interview have been conducted.

3. Mapping of Issues: The issues were grouped based on
their relation to each other and their abstraction level in a
mind map. Issues with higher abstraction level are closer
to the center of the mind map than factors with lower abstraction level. In the example, the issues related to requirements prioritization are in one branch (see Figure 3).
This branch resulted in issue CI02 in Table 7.
4. Validation of Issues: In studies of qualitative nature there
is always a risk that the data is biased by the interpretation of the researcher. Thus, the issues have been validated in two workshops with three representatives from
7

Table 6: Advantages Identified in Case Study
ID

Advantages

SotA (ID)

CA01

Small projects and projects allow to implement and release requirements packages fast which leads to reduction of requirements volatility in projects.
The waste of not used work (requirements documented, components implemented etc.) is reduced as small packages started
are always implemented.
Requirements in requirements packages are precise and due to the small scope estimates for the package are accurate.

A04

CA02
CA03
CA04
CA05
CA06
CA07
CA08

Small teams with people having different roles only require small amounts of documentation as it is replaced with direct
communication facilitating learning and understanding for each other.
Frequent integration and deliveries to subsystem test (LSV) allows design to receive early and frequent feedback on their
work.
Rework caused by faults is reduced as testing priorities are made more clear due to prioritized features, and that testers as
well as designers work closely together.

A07

Time of testers is used more efficiently as in small teams as testing and design can be easily parallelized due to short ways of
communication between designers and testers (instant testing).
Testing in the LSV makes problems and successes transparent (testing and integration per package) and thus generates high
incentives for designers to deliver high quality.

A07

Internal Validity: Internal validity is primarily for explanatory and causal studies, where the objective is to establish a
causal relationship. As this study is of exploratory nature internal validity is not considered.
External Validity: External validity is the ability to generalize
the findings to a specific context. It is impossible to collect data
for a general process, i.e. exactly as it is described in literature.
The process studied is an adoption of practices from different
general process models (see Section 3). Care has been taken
to draw conclusions and map results to these general models to
draw general conclusions and not solely discussing issues that
are present due to the specific instantiation of the process at the
studied setting. However, if one maps the general findings in
this paper to other development processes their context must be
taken into account. Furthermore, a potential threat is that the actual case study is conducted within one company. To minimize
the influence of the study being conducted at one company, the
objective is to map the findings from the company specific processes and issues to general processes. The characteristics of
the context and practices used in the process are made explicit
to ease the mapping (see Table 3).
Reliability: This threat is concerned with repetition or replication, and in particular that the same result would be found if
re-doing the study in the same setting. There is always a risk
that the outcome of the study is affected by the interpretation
of the researcher. To mitigate this threat, the study has been
designed so that data is collected from different sources, i.e. to
conduct triangulation to ensure the correctness of the findings.
The interviews have been recorded and the correct interpretation of the data has been validated through workshops with representatives of the company.

A01
A07

A04

5.1. Advantages
Table 6 shows the advantages identified in the case study,
furthermore the ID of the advantages of SotA clearly related to
the ones in the case study are stated in column SotA (ID). It is
shown that six out of eight advantages can be clearly linked to
those identified in literature.
Transparency and control: Better control and transparency
is achieved by having small and manageable tasks (A04). The
case study led to the same result. The prioritized list of requirements consists of requirements packages that have to be implemented and the requirements packages have a small scope
(for example compared to waterfall models where the complete
scope is defined upfront). Due to clear separation of packages
which are delivered as an increment, responsibilities for an increment can be clearly defined increasing transparency (CA03).
In particular problems and successes are more transparent. That
is, if an increment is dropped to the LSV for test one can trace
which increments are of high or low quality and who is responsible for them. Consequently, this creates incentives for teams
to deliver high quality as their work result is visibly linked to
them (CA08).
Learning, understanding, and other benefits of face-to-face
communication: In agile development team members communicate intensively face-to-face as they have frequent meetings
and are physically located together (A07). Thus, learning and
understanding from each other is intensified. In the case study,
the interviewees provided a concrete example for this. Before using agile, testers and designers were separated. Consequently designers were not able to put themselves in the shoes
of the testers verifying their software or understand what information or documentation would help testing. Now designers and testers sit together and thus they can learn from each
other. The designers understand how the quality of the implementation impacts the testers. Furthermore, testers can point
designers to parts of the system that from their perspective are
critical and thus require more intensive testing (CA04). The
direct communication also enables instant testing due to short
lines of communication (CA07). An additional benefit is the in-

5. Results
First, the advantages identified in the case study are compared with SotA, and the same is done for the issues.
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Table 7: Issues Identified in Case Study
ID

Issue

CI01
CI02
CI03

Handover from requirements to design takes time due to complex decision processes.
The priority list is essential in the company’s model to work and is hard to create and maintain.
Design has free capacity due to the long lead times as in requirements engineering complex decision making (e.g, due to CI02) takes
long time.
Test coverage reduction within projects due to lack of independent testing and shortage of projects, requiring LSV to compensate
coverage.
The company’s process requires to produce too much testing documentation.
LSV cycle times may extend lead-time for package deliveries as if a package is not ready or rejected by testing it has to wait for the
next cycle.

CI04
CI05
CI06
CI07
CI08
CI09
CI10
CI11
CI12

SotA (ID)

Making use of the ability of releasing many releases to the market increases maintenance effort as many different versions have to be
supported and test environments for different versions have to be recreated.
Configuration management requires high effort to coordinate the high number of internal releases.
The development of the configuration environment to select features for customizing solutions takes a long time due to late start of
product packaging work and use of sequential programming libraries.
Product packaging effort is increased as it is still viewed from a technical point of view, but not from a commercial point of view.
Management overhead due to a high number of teams requiring much coordination and communication between.
Dependencies rooted in implementation details are hard to identify and not covered in the anatomy plan.

I01
I01

I03
I02

Testing lead times and maintenance: The realization of continuous testing with a variety of platforms and test environments
is challenging and requires much effort (I01). This SotA issue
relates to two issues identified in this case study. First, testing lead times are extended as packages that should be delivered to the LSV might not be dropped due quality issues or
that the project is late. If this happens shortly before an LSV
cycle ends and the next increment is built, the package has to
wait for the whole next cycle to be integrated (CI07). Secondly,
if increments are released more frequently maintenance effort
increases. That is, customers report faults for many different
versions of the software making it harder to reproduce the fault
on the right software version as well as in the right testing environment including released hardware (CI07).
Management overhead and coordination: Agile methods do
not scale well (I03). In fact, we found that it is challenging to
make agile methods scalable. On the one hand, small projects
can be better controlled and results are better traceable (as discussed for CA08). On the other hand, many small projects
working toward the same goal require much coordination and
management effort. This includes planning of the technical
structure and matching it against a time-line for project planning (CI11).
Little focus on architecture: The architecture receives little focus in agile development leading to bad design decisions
(I02). The company’s development model requires a high level
architecture plan (anatomy plan) enabling them to plan the
time-line of the projects. However, dependencies between parts
of the system rooted in technical details are not covered in the
plan. As one project implementing a specific package has no
control over other packages the discovery of those dependencies early has not been possible (CI12).
Further issues that have not been explicitly identified in literature surfaced during the case study.
Requirements prioritization and handover: In the develop-

creased informal communication where important information
is continuously shared, ultimately resulting in less rework and
higher quality (CA06).
Frequent feedback for each iteration: Knowledge is transfered through frequent feedback whenever completing and delivering an iteration (A01). In the case study a similar result was
obtained. Whenever increments are dropped to the LSV there is
a clear visibility of who delivered what and with what level of
quality. The frequency of integration is enforced by pre-defined
LSV cycles that require integration every few weeks. This of
course also facilitates frequent feedback (CA04).
Further advantages that have not been explicitly identified in
literature surfaced during the case study.
Low requirements volatility: Small requirements packages
are prioritized and can go quickly into the development due to
their limited scope. When implemented they are dropped to
the LSV and can potentially be released to the market. As the
market in this case is highly dynamic this is an important advantage. That is, if hot requirements can be implemented quickly
and thus can be released before the customers’ needs change
(CA01).
Work started is always completed: Packages that have started
implementation are always completed. Therefore, there is very
little waste in development as work done is not discarded, but
ends up as a running part of the software. However, it should
be emphasized that it is essential to implement the right things,
making requirements prioritization an essential issue for this
advantage to pay off (CA02).
5.2. Issues
The issues identified in this case study as well as the
references to similar issues of SotA are shown in Table 7. The
following issues are shared between SotA and the findings of
this study.
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ment of large scale products the strategy of the product and the
release plans have to be carefully planned and involve a high
number of people. Due to the complexity and the number of
people that have to be involved in each decision the continuity of the requirements flow is thwarted (CI01). Consequently
teams have to wait for requirements and a backlog is created
in development (CI03). The decision is further complicated by
prioritization, prioritization being perceived as an essential success factor by the interviewees, which also plays an important
role in other agile methods. For example, SCRUM uses a product backlog which is an ordered list of features, the feature of
highest priority always being at the top of the list. Getting the
priority list right is challenging as the requirements list in itself
has to be agile reflecting changing customer needs (dynamic
re-prioritization)(C2).
Test coverage reduction of basic test: Teams have to conduct
unit testing and test their overall package before delivering to
the LSV. However, the concept of small projects and the lack of
independent verification make it necessary that the LSV compensates the missing test coverage. The perception of interviewees was that it is hard to squeeze the scope into three month
projects. One further factor is the get-together of designers and
testers resulting in dependent verification and validation. For
example, designers can influence testers to only focus on parts
of the system, saying that other parts do not have to be tested
because they did not touch them.
Increased configuration management effort: Configuration
management has to coordinate a high number of internal releases. Each LSV is a baseline that could be potentially released to the market. Thus, the number of baselines in agile
development is very high.
Issues CI05, CI09, and CI10 are more related to the context than the other issues described earlier, even though from
the company’s perspective they play an important role and thus
have been mentioned by several people. Because of the limited
generalizability of those issues to other models they are only
discussed briefly.
Due to the previous way of working at the company a high
amount of documentation remained (CI05). The ambition is to
reduce the number of documents as many documents are unnecessary because they are quickly outdated while other documents
can be replaced by direct communication (CA04). However,
this issue could be generalized to other companies in transition
to a more agile way of working. Issues (CI09) and (CI08) are
related to product packaging which mainly focuses on programming the configuration environment of the system. The environment allows to select features for specific customers to tailor the products to their specific needs (product customization).
The findings are that this requires long lead times (CI09) and
that product packaging gets information too late, even though
they could start earlier (CI10).

on the results, and the implications for practice and research.
This includes suggestions for future work.
6.1. Practices Lead to Advantages and Issues
Observation: Using certain practices bring benefit and at the
same time raise different issues. In related work this was visible for outcomes related to pair programming. On one hand it
facilitates learning, but on the other hand it is also exhaustive
and leads to problems if the programmers are on different levels. Similar results have been identified in this case study as
well:
• Small projects increase control over the project, increase
transparency, and effort can be estimated in a better way
(CA08). At the same time the small projects have to be
coordinated which raises new challenges from a management perspective with large scale in terms of size of product and people involved (CI11).
• Frequent integration and deliveries to the LSV in given
cycles provide regular feedback to the developers creating
packages (A01). Though related issues are that if a package is rejected it has to wait for the whole new LSV cycle
(CI06) and configuration management has increased work
effort related to baselining (CI08).
• Direct communication facilitates learning and understanding for each other (CA04). However, the close relation
between testers and designers affects independent testing
negatively (CI04).
Implications for Practice: For practice this result implies that
companies have to choose practices carefully, not only focusing
on the advantages that come with the techniques. At the same
time it is important to be aware of drawbacks using incremental
and agile practices which seem to be overlooked all too often.
Implications for Research and Future Work: Research has to
support practice in raising the awareness of problems related to
incremental and agile development. None of the studies in the
systematic review by Dybå et al. [4] had the identification of
issues and problems as the main study focus. To address this
research gap we propose to conduct further qualitative studies
focusing on issues which often seem to come together with the
advantages. It is also important to find solutions solving the
issues in order to exploit the benefits that come with agile to an
even greater degree. This requires new methods to fully utilize
the benefits of agile, to name a few general areas that should be
focused on:
• Agile requirements prioritization techniques to support
and deal with frequent changes in priority lists which have
been identified as success critical (see CI02).

6. Discussion

• Research on tailoring of configuration management for agile due to high number of baselines and changes that need
to be maintained (see CI08).

This section discusses the comparison of state of the art and
the case study results. We describe the observations made based

• Research on decision making processes and decision support in agile processes (see CI01).
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• Attributes that should be provided in order to describe the
context. For example, studies do not report the domain
they are investigating or how many people are involved in
the development of the system (see for example Table 2).
Furthermore, product complexity should be described and
it needs to be clear whether a team or product has been
studied.

6.2. Similarities and Differences between SotA and Industrial
Case Study
Observation: The initial proposition was that there is a difference in issues between what is said in SotA and the findings of the case study. The opposite is true for the advantages,
we found that there is quite a high overlap between advantages
identified in SotA and this case study. Six out of eight advantages have also been identified in SotA as discussed in Section
5. This is an indication that agile leads to similar benefits in
large scale development and small scale development. On the
other hand, the overlap regarding the issues is smaller. Many issues identified in SotA are not found in this case study, mainly
because a few of them are related to pair programming which
is not a principle that is applied yet at the company. On the
other hand, only a few issues (three out of twelve) identified
in this case study have been empirically shown in other studies. Several explanations are possible for this result. Firstly, the
studies did not have issue identification as a main focus. Another explanation is that even though agile leads to benefits in
large-scale development it is also harder to implement due to
increased complexity in terms of product size, people and number of projects (reflected in issues like CI01, CI02, CI03, CI08,
CI11), which of course results in more issues raised.
Implications for Practice: Many of the new problems found
in the case study occur due to complexity in decision making,
coordination, and communication. We believe that when studying a company developing small products then the same benefits would be found, but the number of issues identified would
be much lower. Thus, companies in large-scale development
which intend to adopt incremental and agile methods need to be
aware of methods supporting in handling the complexity. For
example, Cataldo et al. [2] propose a method that helps coordinate work based on the automatic identification of technical
dependencies, i.e. this makes more clear which teams have to
communicate with each other.
Implications for Research: This observation leads to the
same conclusion as the previous one (practices lead to advantages and issues): further knowledge is needed about what are
the main issues in large scale agile development and how they
can be addressed to get the most out of the benefits.

• Practices should be made explicit and it should be explained how and to what degree they are implemented allowing the reader to generalize the outcome of the studies.
For example, the framework should describe when a practice is considered as fully, partly, or not at all fulfilled.
7. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper compares the state of the art investigating issues
and advantages when using agile and incremental development
models with an industrial case study where agile as well as incremental practices are applied. The articles considered in the
state of the art are based on empirical studies. The case being
studied can be characterized as large-scale in terms of product
size and number of persons involved in the development process. Regarding the research questions and contributions we
can conclude:
Issues and Advantages: We found that implementing agile
and incremental practices in large-scale software development
leads to benefits in one part of the process, while raising issues
in another part of the process. For example, using small and
coherent teams increases control over the project, but leads to
new issues on the management level where the coordination of
the projects has to take place. Further examples for this have
been identified in the study.
Comparison of State of the Art and Case Study - Advantages:
Previous empirical studies and the case study results have a high
overlap for the advantages. In summary, the main advantages
agreed on by literature this case study are 1) requirements are
more precise due to reduced scope and thus easier to estimate,
2) direct communication in teams reduces need for documentation, 3) early feedback due to frequent deliveries, 4) rework
reduction, 5) testing resources are used more efficiently, and 6)
higher transparency of who is responsible for what creates incentives to deliver higher quality. New advantages identified
in this case study are 1) low requirements volatility in projects,
and 2) reduction of waste (discarded requirements) in the requirements engineering process.
Comparison of State of the Art and Case Study - Issues: Only
few issues identified in the case study are mentioned in literature. Issues agreed on are 1) challenges in regard to realize continuous testing, 2) increased maintenance effort with increase
of the number of releases, 3) management overhead due to the
need of coordination between teams, and 4) detailed dependencies are not discovered on detailed level due to lack of focus on
design. In total eight new issues have been identified in this case
study, five are of general nature while three are strongly related
to the study context. The general issues are 1) Long requirements engineering duration due to complex decision processes

6.3. A Research Framework for Empirical Studies on Agile Development
The need for a research framework is an important implication for research. That is, in order to learn more about issues
and make different studies comparable we believe that there is
a great need for a framework of empirical studies on agile development. For example, when agile is studied it is often not
clear how a certain model is implemented and to what degree
the practices are fulfilled. Instead, it is simply said that XP or
SCRUM is studied. However, from our experience in industry
we know that methods presented in books are often tailored to
specific needs and that practices are enriched or left out as they
do not fit into the context of the company. This makes it hard
to determine which practices or combinations of practices in a
given context lead to advantages or issues. Such a framework
could include information about:
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in requirements engineering, 2) requirements priority lists are
hard to create and maintain, 3) Waiting times in the process,
specifically in design waiting for requirements, 4) reduction of
test coverage due to shortage of projects and lack of independent testing, 5) increased configuration management effort. The
three context related issues are 6) high amount of testing documentation, 7) long durations for developing the configuration
environment realizing product customizations, and 8) increase
in product-packaging effort.
The proposition of the study is partly true, i.e. the study did
not identify many new advantages that have not been found in
previous empirical studies. However, the study identified new
issues that have not been reported in empirical studies before.
Those issues are mainly related to increased complexity when
scaling agile.
Furthermore, we identified the need for an empirical research
framework for agile methods which should help to make studies
comparable. In future work more qualitative studies with an
explicit focus on issue identification have to be conducted.
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• Goal of the study: Understanding hindering factors in the
agile and incremental development model. We seek a
broad overview of what issues are there regarding hindering factors and how severe the issues are in comparison,
i.e. we are not looking into each of them in detail. Therefore, we would like the interviewee to provide us with concise descriptions for each of the factors.
• Benefit for the interviewee: Is the basis for further improving the different models considering the different views
of people within the organization, gives interviewee the
chance to contribute to the improvement of the model they
are supposed to apply in the future. Your view counts!
A.1.2. General Information of the Interview Process
• Indicate that the interviewee may find some of the questions far-fetched, silly or difficult to answer, for the reason
that questions that are appropriate for one person are not
always appropriate for another. Since there are no right or
wrong answers, the interviewee is not to worry about these
but to do as best he or she can with them. We are only interested in his or her opinions and personal experiences.
• Interviewee is to feel perfectly free to interrupt, ask clarification of the interviewer, criticize a line of questioning
etc.
• Give assurance that the interviewee will remain anonymous in any written reports growing out of the study, and
that his or her responses will be treated with strictest confidence, this is true for everybody (managers, colleagues,
etc.)
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• Interviewee will receive Feedback regarding the study in
form of a presentation and discussion of the results obtained.

• Why is it a bottleneck (ask for the cause)?
• How does the bottleneck affect the overall development
lifecycle?

A.1.3. Taping
Provide motivation for taping: Increases the validity of the
study as otherwise interpretation of what the interviewee says
takes place twice (when taking notes reformulate things, and
also when interpreting the notes). Goal is to put forward what
the interviewee wants to say, not what we think he wants to say!

A.3.2. Questions Regarding the Production of Waste
When talking about waste, we distinguish two types of waste
we would like to investigate. These types of waste are unnecessary work and avoidable rework. A definition for each type is
presented to the interviewee.
Type 1 - Avoidable Rework: Investigating avoidable rework
helps us to answer: ”are we doing things right”? That is, if
something has been done incorrectly, incompletely or inconsistently then it needs to be corrected through reworked.
Question 1: What avoidable rework (three for each) has been
done / will be done in the incremental and agile development
process?
When describing the avoidable rework, please focus on:

A.2. Phase 2: Warm-Up
Question 1: What is your professional background:
• How long at Ericsson
• Previous education
Question 2: What is your role within the development lifecycle at Ericsson (short description)?

• Which product was developed?

• Department

• Where in the development process is the avoidable rework
done?

• Discipline (there are a number of predefined disciplines,
like requirements, design, etc., at Ericsson)

• What was done incorrectly, incompletely or inconsistently?

• Work activities / responsibilities

• Why is the rework avoidable?

Question 3: In which areas of software development have
you worked in the past (e.g. requirements engineering, design,
implementation and so forth)?
Question 4: In which areas of software engineering do you
consider yourself most experienced?
Question 5: What is your experience with the development
process? Here the interviewee has to rate his or her experience
on the following scale:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Type 2 - Unnecessary work: Investigating unnecessary work
helps us to answer: ”are we doing the right things”? That is,
unnecessary work has been conducted that does not contribute
to customer value. It is not avoidable rework, as it is not connected to correcting things that have been done wrong.
Question 1: What is unnecessary work (three for each) done
in the incremental and agile development process?
When describing the unnecessary work, please focus on:

No previous experience
Studied documentation
Seminar and group discussions
Used the model in one project
Used the model in several projects
Other

• Which product was developed?
• Where in the development process is the unnecessary work
done?
• Why is the unnecessary work executed?

A.3. Phase 3: Main Body of the Interview
A.3.1. Questions Regarding Bottlenecks
Definition provided to the interviewee: Bottlenecks is a phenomena that hinders the performance or capacity of the entire development lifecycle due to a single component causing it
(=bottleneck). Bottlenecks are therefore a cause for reduction
in throughput.
Question 1: What are three bottlenecks you experienced /
you think are present in the incremental and agile development
process?
When describing three bottlenecks, please focus on:

• How is the unnecessary work used in the development?
A.4. Phase 1: Closing
Question: Is there anything else you would like to add that
you think is interesting in this context, but not covered by the
questions asked?

• Which product was developed?
• Where in the development process does the bottleneck occur?
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